Abstact. This research was used ethnographic methods on Indonesian sub-culture communities, Orang Bajo. A community group around the coast of Saponda and Kendari, Southeast Sulawesi. The phenomena of the Orang Bajo was awareness to understand ecosystem sustainability as a manifestation of the reason that values were passed down through old generations, and should not be lost from the lives of his grand children. Although basically the culture of their parents did not conflict and coherently with the reality of the teachings they believed in. Intend to reconstruct the concept of fishing with the Paserong system which had a good impact on the development of environmental awareness behavior of a society, so as not to give birth to ecosystem damage without reducing the value of the economic welfare of the community. A very eminent tradition, as well as the identity of the Orang Bajo people without having to destroy marine habitats and ecosystems, for example the Paserong system. The Paserong system was a fishing system carried out by few fishermen, especially Bajo or Sama tribes. And even now the fishing system was still being used and preserved. The Paserong system was a location prepared by Bajo fishermen made of wide nets such as cages or garden fences made of nets tied to bamboo stakes on the sea floor. Usually the Paserong system was carried out by one group consisting of several people in making, installing, and distributing results.
Introduction
The Orang Bajo saw the sea as a living land, a place for breeding, as well as an area to make a livelihood, so that the intensity of the closeness of the Orang Bajo has awareness to care for the environment in order to keep sustainability of life. Muhammad Obie at. al. [1] , looking at Orang Bajo concern and high environmental awareness, that they own the coastal and marine resources in their surroundings. They keep and protect the resources and the ecosystem is well protected and preserved. Yohanes Kristiawan Artanto [2] , identifies the naming, term, and mention of Bajo, Bajo tribe, or Orang Bajo, Bajo People better known in the eastern part of Indonesia, namely a local unit or community group that can be found in the islands and sea of Sulawesi, East Kalimantan, East Nusa Tenggara, West Nusa Tenggara, and North Maluku, while in the western part of Indonesia, in Riau sea. According to Indrawarsih and Antariksa [3] . Orang Bajo community groups who are shifting and spreading lives in Indonesian sea, including the Riau Islands, Bone Bay, Selayar Island, Kendari Beach, Muna Island, Buton Island, Wakatobi Islands, Peling Island, Banggai Islands, Manado, Island Nain, Tomini Bay, Togian and Torosiaje Islands, Bontang and Pulau Laut, Bacan Island, western Flores Island, eastern Sumbawa Island. Outside of Indonesia they are found in Sabah sea of Malaysia, Thailand, Myanmar, and on the Sulu coast of the Philippines. Suryanegara, Ellen, Suprajaka, Irmadi Nahib [4] , concluded that in some literature even Orang Bajo were identified with various nicknames including boat people or sea gypsy.
The name Bajo or Bajau is the name given by outsiders to them, just like Orang Laut [5] . While the name Bajo or Bajau itself is only applied to groups of people who live in eastern Indonesia, such as Sulawesi, Maluku and Nusa Tenggara, while the community groups located in the Riau Islands are better known as the Orang Laut, Suku Laut, Orang Pesukuan, and Rakyat Laut. Indrawasih and Antariksa [6] , stated that if their names were listed, they would increase in length if they mentioned names used by foreign researchers in their writings, such as Sea Peoples, Sea Nomads, Sea Gypsies, Boat Nomads, Nomadic Boat Peoples and so on. The Orang Bajo call them selves Orang Sama, Sammal, Sammah, which means fellow or my neighbor. Mukti Ali [7] , describes that Orang Bajo who used to live in these houseboats did not have a fixed place, so it was not wrong when they were categorized as nomadic communities. Regarding the nomadic community, Orang Bajo can be reflected in the custom of Orang Bajo who moves from one place to another which is considered to have a lot of fish or just follow where the wind blows pushing the karoro, a boat screen made of pappas, the direction they aim.
For example, Iziq Eafifi Ismail et.al, [8] , explains in his research results in Malaysia, there are approximately 494 700 Orang Bajau in Sabah by 2014 and the number expected to grow. Sama-Bajau on the other hand divided into two major groups: Jomo Sama or Sama Darat and A'a Sama or Sama Dilaut. Settlement patterns are dictated by these two sub-groups and painted an image of land settlement for nomads and boat-dwelling people for Sama Dilaut. This is a some what vague and generalized settlement, there is another sub-group called Sama-Lipidor also known as littoral. The Sama is believed to have been originated from Tawi-Tawi island. Another term for the Bajau is Bajau Kubang which can be found in Semporna and is believed to have been the earliest settlers in the region, but this term is only popularly used on the east coast. Regardless, several sub-groups are linked together via vertical social mobility that is transferred through ages, influences and acculturation, a product of sedentary processes. In this case the term Sama-Bajau is used by the term Sama; a Malay word that is brought about the meaning of 'same' or 'identical'. It also has been used collectively by several scholars.
Regarding to the fulfillment of the necessity of life with a role in the family, I see that the man of Orang Bajo are still dominant in their roles and responsibilities. The role structure of domination is of course related to their reality as fishermen. Men who go out to sea, while women stay at home to provide of domestic household governance, to maintain and process what men obtained is. The fervent life of the Orang Bajo, the position of men are more needed for their role than women, because the activity in the sea requires stronger physical of a man. Most of them are traditional fishermen who are able to use the marine wealth to survive their families. Even though women play a role in fulfilling their economic needs, they are merely a small additional part of men's main income. For example, just working as a cutter of sariawan or seaweed on one of neighbors who is a collector, considering that besides fish fishermen as daily primary work, the sariawan and seaweed business is also a very profitable business for the Orang Bajo. There are also forms of creative business by opening warung or stalls that provide residents' needs, processing dried fish, sea cucumbers, or the other sectors. The Sariawan is a type of soft coral, which is one of the relatively new economic commodities sectors of Orang Bajo. The pieces of sariawan are used to materials craft. One of the famous handicrafts of sariawan is a craft for making beads, bracelets, vast flowers, photo frames, and so on.
I tried to explore the pattern of the Orang Bajo 's economic culture. The results of observations raised two things related to the economic life patterns of the Orang Bajo : First, Orang Bajo do not have an economic system to become a benchmark for most of their people. There are no patern previously made and used as a basic for creating uniformity to carry out social economic activities. Second, the cultural values in the ikiko. Mukti Ali [9] , explain that ikiko is a hidden sensitivity culture of Orang Bajo; "A child says to his mother. If you leave me. It really blew me away. Don't take me back for you to dump again". If we reflect on this sentence, whoever, psychologically it will collapse in his psyche, so wrenching and at the same time giving away a fate. But this expression will be normal for the Orang Bajo, about facing uncertainty their future, and that story will always be remembered in life every day.
In my field research, when the economic conditions of the Orang Bajo at the prosperity level. Their average income per day can reach one hundred thousand rupiahs, for lower-class Bajo fishermen using limited and simple boats and equipment, the distance only the sea around closest. Different from the case, with those entered to the big-class Bajo fishermen category. With adequate equipment, a large-engine ship capable of shortening and speeding up the distance to areas with abundant fish availability, so that they can produce ten to twenty million rupiah in a single fishing trip in a period of three days to a week. But if I mention and ask about what and how to use the proceeds from the sale of the sea harvest. They usually answer 'I don't know.' Something was interrupted in managing the results of their catch. Investing or saving is a system that is difficult for them to do. Titiek Suliyati [10] , formerly, Orang Bajo make a living at sea based on working groups, namely: (1) Lilibu is a small group of Bajo fishermen on small boats, fishing in areas not too far away within one to two days; (2) Papongka is a group of Bajo fishermen within one to two weeks in the deeper sea areas. (3) Sakai is a group of Bajo fishermen who sail to other islands for a longer time; (4) Lame is a group of Bajo fishermen who sail with large motorized boat and crew go to other countries for months.
Result and Discussion

Nganda: The Logical Mistakes in Sustainability
Since childhood, many of Orang Bajo boys have begun to be involved by their father to join in fishing at the sea. They are in charge of preparing pukak or trawlers, bubu, and other equipment. Pukak and bubu are simple technology fishing gear, a legacy from their ancestors. Medi Saputra [11] , views that habituation activities are carried out to help foster maximum environmental awareness so that they are trained to actions that support environmental preservation. If you are trained in habituation activities, a relatively permanent and automatic behavior transformation is expected Aswandi [12]. Megawangi [13] , states that one of the causes of one's inability to behave well; although cognitively knowing it, it is not trained to do moral actions. When their ancestors still lived on boats, no technological changes meant fishing. As explained by Muh Nur Sangadji [14] , that Orang Bajo have various fishing techniques, including missi (fishing), ngarua (trawling), mana (archery using traditional tools), nyuluh, balobe or commonly known as ngobor. Although, the technology of catching fish can still be seen and used by a small part of Orang Bajo today. But the yield of their sea catches are not much, so that pukak and bubu are only a small part of the long history and wisdom of people who are almost extinct.
When in the crossing towards Saponda, a small island inhabited by Orang Bajo, I saw with my own eyes, the Bajo fishermen quickly throwing bottles which then exploded. Two other fishermen friends plunged from their small boat, katinting, without oxygen cylinders, without buoys, also not using swimming goggles, diving through the sea water to catch fish that died from loud explosions, floating around explosions. Large and small fish appear floating, not a few fish are still staggering, between life and death. One by one the large fish were caught and thrown into katinting. Every now and then they use (drafts) to facilitate catching the fish compared to their bare hands, because the motion of sea water continues to swing the fish that have died from the blast of bomb.
From the phenomena that occur above, to get bomb terminology in the life of the Bajo is very diverse, because there are also various types of assemblies, basic materials, material acquisition, and media models. Commonly the Orang Bajo called nganda. When I live with Orang Bajo, the phenomena and methods of catching up with bombs can be found in several terms in the field; explosives, dynamite, fertilizer, powder, or poisons. Otniel Pontoh [15] , explained that currently the manufacture of fish bombs has undergone modifications, if in the past they used gunpowder from bullets, fishermen are now using materials such as bottles, urea fertilizers, kerosene, rubber slippers, matches, paper tin, paperboard, sand paper, plastic bags, threads and candles. Fish species that are often caught by bombs are fish that live around reef waters; Bobara fish, Goropa fish, Kembung fish, Pisangor banana fish, and Baronang fish. In addition to large fishes that died from bombs, small fish were also victims but were left to sink.
The views of still depends on the mercy of nature is the primordial identity of Orang Bajo. Using seafood for consumption and also sell it to meet family needs. However, dependence, utilization, and making the sea an excessive commodity without prioritizing values of environmentally awareness will adversely affect to the survival of Orang Bajo themselves later. Abdullah Karatas [16] , reiterated that a harmonious relationship between human and nature can be reached through environmental ethics as people will be able to understand the real value of nature. Environmental ethics provides the link that re-establishes the paleolithic consciousness and awareness that has been linked to improve wellbeing. The philosophers have linked modernity to increase alienation from wild life as we increasingly live in cyberspace, hyper or virtual reality, online and indoors becoming 'natural aliens and cyborgs' subjected to Nature-Deficit-Disorder [17] . This human expansion has been accompanied by fundamental changes in the scale, intensity and character of relationships with the natural world [18] . The Earth is said to enter a new geological epoch, the Anthropocene [19] , migrating from the Holocene, the interglacial era that has provided humanity, over the past 100 decades, with extraordinarily rich ecoystems that have sustained and enhanced development of modern societies [20] .
On the experience of the Orang Bajo, the sea is everything, because they will continue to depend on the sea as their only source of livelihood. The Bajo more attention to the marine environment and regard the sea as their source of income and source of life, so Orang Bajo have to protect and preserve marine life. Otniel Pontoh [21] , in his research saw, that there was an opinion from outside which stated that the Orang Bajo took fish in the sea by illegal means, such as bombs and poisoning, thus damaging what's inside. After further investigation, it turned out that the people who carried out the destruction were outsiders, and the Orang Bajo only become scapegoats. The Orang Bajo, who have closeness emotional and historical with the sea have no reason to destroy the sea, because they believe that if they destroy the sea, it is like destroying their own lives. Syahriana Syam, et.al. [22] , explained that, the element of the natural environment is the most important element and can affect other elements, where the natural environment has territorial boundaries in nature. So that characteristics can be obtained from the physical condition of the environment, culture and social life related to the history of society through space and time.
When the government and non-government organizations intervenes to prohibiting using nganda or bombs for fishing through methods of socialization and awareness on all elements of society. Orang Bajo realize that is truly destructive and acknowledges the impact on the existence of a damaged sea, and causes damage to marine habitats due to the torn apart of fish gathering places. But the fundamental problem is how the solution to leave the bad and harmful habits. The conscious cultural aspect inherent in Orang Bajo, the sea is their main home and must be preserved. There are several studies about the Orang Bajo as protectors of marine ecosystems. Research of Julian Clifton and Chris Majors [23] , shown that indigenous and ethnic minorities are often perceived and regarded as friends of conservation efforts by the government, so that from the openness of the Bajo people can help efforts to conserve the oceans which are increasingly damaged by irresponsible human activities.
Paserong; The Environmental Awareness for Sustainable Development
After sunset I chat with Katua Kampoh, head or elder in the Orang Bajo community. Sitting in the living room, chatting flowed and from there I got a very valuable explanation, about the paserong, a very simple system or method, by producing abundant fish catches, without destroying nature, the environment and marine life being maintained, which later bequeathed to future generations. Paserong is a fishing system carried out by several fishermen, especially Orang Bajo. This fishing system is basically inherited from generation to generation and still used and preserved. Paserong also means tools made of wide webs like cages, can be interpreted as fishing locations determined, selected and prepared by Bajo fishermen. The description, paserong is a net fence tied to bamboo as a peg on the seabed with a certain location that is considered a traffic lane of clustered fish, Cakalang or skipjack fish. Fishing through this paserong system can last a long time, half a year, one year, even up to two years, depending on the strength of the net fence with several harvests.
Interestingly, besides the paserong prosper for income and is safe for environmental sustainability, but can also be rented to other people in accordance with the price agreement and how long it will be rented. Even in addition to contracted paserong can also be traded. One of the Orang Bajo's fishermen confirmed his experience that in the past, the passages were filled with cakalang or skipjack fish which in total yielded about five times the boat load at a price approximate thirty million to fifty million rupiah and not including fish distributed free of charge for 'sayur' or vegetable residents. The term 'sayur' or vegetables in the Orang Bajo communities is asking for or taking fish from people not for sale, but for selfconsumption. So, if we see that there are people who are fishing or there are people who are buying and selling fish in large quantities.
The Paserong also can mean as a local value that is very concerned about environmental awareness and preservation in the Orang Bajo culture. There are similarities in reading the problems of environmental concern, especially the marine environment. Some research findings have found that marine species and habitats are critical elements of the world biodiversity and are essential for human well-being. Yet, humans have caused major impacts on biodiversity, through overharvesting, habitat degradation, introducing invasive species, pollution and now, through induced climate change. Marine biodiversity is particularly vulnerable. Marine production and still enhancing while still using marine resources; Butler and Campbell [24] , Turner and Clifton [25] , Berkes, (2012); [26] Lepofsky and Caldwell [27] . Comberti et al., [28] . Thornton and Deur [29] , Mathews and Turner [30] . According to Zsoka et.al. [31] , that environmental knowledge is to know and aware of environmental problems and their resolutions. In general, the most important dimensions of each individual's environmental awareness are environmental knowledge, values, willingness to act and actual behavior influenced by several factors including elements of intention and situation.
Britha Mikkelsen [32] , gives a strategy, of course this is one of the advances in technology and information effects, that will shift the presumption that Orang Bajo are personal who uphold of behavioris, a unity of humanity and naturality, a life that is in harmony with nature. The solutions are needed to through developing shared awareness in preserving the environment through collective power. This form of awareness refers to the request of group members that the community does not seem to understand protecting the environment.
Orang Bajo, besides having a strong basic view of wide sea expanse, a common property, so the term is not known as limitation, and individual ownership. It also has a lot of wisdoms that underlies the preservation of nature and the environment, very respects to life between awareness and wisdom in exploiting nature for its survival. One of the few simple expressions of the Orang Bajo wisdom about the value of their daily lives 'toho busei, toho karanja'. More or less the meaning is; dry paddle, dry basket. Paddles are movers of boats that are based on the strength of the hand, while the basket is the place to put the fish they catch. If they do not row to go fishing and catch fish, the basket will always be empty, and there will be no result for survival. So that philosophically meaning that expression strengthens the spirit to maintain survival. In addition to the above phrases, there is also a figure of speech that is also used as part of the continuity of their lives which says 'lamong nggai nginta dayah nggai nginta papuna'. If the fish does not eat bait, then the master will not eat the feed. This is the identity of the Bajo people, who cannot be separated from the sea, depending on the results of fishing. Repeated on how they lived their lives above the sea.
Conclution and consideration
The traditional fishing systems can be a problem for fishers. Survival factor is a very rational reason for them. With little fishing results, and requests to support large families, more promising methods are needed. Bombs can be considered as a solution. This is an alarming behavior, so efforts need to be made to promote polite behavior towards nature and want to play an active role as an agent who invites fishermen to be friendly in finding fish in the sea, so that marine ecosystems are sustainable and not damaged.
Bajo people need full awareness that maintenance and improvement of the environment. the marine environment and wealth contained within it, will affect various aspects of social security; culture, education, and economy, especially in the survival of nature itself. People must have a big impact on survival in the future. Without realizing it, there is still a practice of utilizing environmental resources through exploitative behavior that is considered to disturb the preservation of natural resources, especially the sea and the biota contained in it.
